
Based on playing Leisure Yacht v0.16.0 

By f96zonetrooper 

 

General hints : 

Save the game often and in different slots. There are several situations right from the 

beginning where certain choices lead to a Game Over. When exploring ALL dialog 

options in the game there are 1-2 options where the game can get stuck and you 

have to quit and load a save game to continue. When playing for a long time the 

game can become slow and crash. 

Save in different locations on the boat to get different preview pics, otherwise you 

cannot tell if the game was saved successfully or not. 

 

Do not bother with increasing relationship points and stats or training or studies 

unless it is mentioned in the following hints. Most events are unlocked by doing 

other events, not by increasing stats. 

(Usefull stats in chapter 1 : 

Fitness 100, Diving 10, Darts 5, Billiards 5, Cryptography 20, Bondage 5, Hypnosis 5, 

Poker 10, Particle Physics 1, SpencerLabs book 8, Maisie 14) 

 

The game has no time limit. Feel free to fast forward hours or days when waiting for 

certain events. 

 

Visit Michael's Bedroom to access the list of achivements. Complete all achivements 

to advance to the 2nd chapter of the game. 

 

Chapter 1 - Page 1 : 

01. The Spencer family 

 

Talk with Allison, Maisie, Liana and Camelia during "normal" events, e.g. 

- Monday Sunshine - Jacuzzi : Allison 

- Monday Morning - Gym : Camelia 

- Monday Afternoon - Pool : Liana 

- Tuesday Morning - Living Room : Maisie 

 

(This unlocks the FBI Quest to check the girls for birthmark. see 17. "Spying at 

night") 

 

02. The crew 



 

Talk with Marija, Kate, Caddy and Kaori, e.g. 

- Monday Morning - Bridge : Kate 

- Monday Afternoon - Massage Room : Kaori 

- Tuesday Morning - First Bridge : Caddy 

- Tuesday or Thursday Morning - Liana's Bedroom : Marija 

 

03. The secret diary 

 

Requires Cryptography 10 

Optional 04. The passpartout 

 

Enter Liana's Bedroom when Liana is not there (with the passpartout or when 

Marija is cleaning), use the arrow-button and read the 1st part of the secret diary 

to learn about Andrew. 

 

(New option in Liana's Sleepwalker event : 

2. Liana are you sleeping? 

1. I'm Andrew 

2. Don't touch 

1. Finally ) 

 

04. The passpartout 

 

E.g. Tuesday Morning - Liana's Bedroom : talk to Marija and help her 

3. I need to have a talk with you 

2. How's going? 

2. You're probably right 

2. Yes, I think I can do it 

-> Passe-Partout -> unlocks bedrooms 

-> Marija +1 

 

(The passpartout is needed for several quests to access the girls' rooms. 

Helping Marija unlocks 07. "A first blowjob!" ) 

 

 

05. Marine gifts 

 



Go to the Pool, follow the arrow and dive into the sea in search for treasures. 

This can be done once a day right from the start without diving experience or 

scuba gear. 

Finding a treasure is random. 

Gift the treasure to Liana. -> Liana +1 (repeatable) 

 

(Treasures can be sold online for a few $.) 

 

06. Steal a cellphone 

 

Tuesday Afternoon - Gym : Steal Allison's cell phone 

 

(Return the cell phone the next day to improve relationship. 

On Wednesday Morning - Living Room : talk to Allison : 

1. I'm ok, you? 

3. Found it, here it is 

-> Allison +1 

This is a repeatable event.) 

 

07. A first blowjob! 

 

Requires 04. The passpartout (Marija 11) 

 

Talk to Marija when she is in Liana's Bedroom in the morning. 

3. I need to have a talk with you 

1. Ehm ... would you blow me? 

-> There is a high random chance that Marija will give a blowjob. 

 

(Getting a negative response when asking Marija for a blowjob has no 

consequences.) 

 

08. Studying for Allison 

 

Use the PC and search/study "Particle Physics" once. 

 

Talk to Allison (e.g. Wednesday Morning in the Living Room) and prove 

knowledge about Particle Physics : 

I'm fine, this ship is amazing 



1. How has it changed? 

1. That's amazing! ... 

1. Yes sure 

-> Particle Physics is ... 

-> Allison +1 

 

09. Tits in the wind 

 

Talk to a topless Caddy near the Pool (e.g. Monday Morning). 

 

(This starts a long quest line for the towel.) 

 

10. Get beat by Caddy 

 

see 14. Tuxedo and champagne 

After getting a blowjob from Marija, talk to her on Saturday evening when she is 

alone in the Dining Room. Then talk to Caddy (e.g. on Sunday afternoon on the 

First Bridge) to open a repeatable event on Monday Evening in the Gym to earn 

money (50 $ per session). 

 

Visit the Gym on Monday evening and talk to Caddy : I came for the money 

 

11. The sleepwalker 

 

Monday Late Night - Living Room : talk to sleepwalking Liana 

2. Liana are you sleeping? 

3. I'm your inner self 

1. Liana! Please cover yourself ... 

1. Ok don't worry 

 

(When talking about the event the next days and mc does not insist to talk about 

her ex, relation with Liana +1.) 

(The sleepwalking dialog gets more options after talking to Liana during day and 

reading her secret diary.) 

 

12. Attention to heights 

 

Tuesday Early Night - Pool : Talk to Maisie but do not sit next to her. 



 

(Sitting next to her with fitness < 100 leads to an early Game Over.) 

 

13. The stars of Maisie 

 

Wednesday Early Night - Jacuzzi : Talk to Maisie 

1. It's always a pleasure 

1. Sure, ... 

2. Capricorn is South-West ... 

3. Sadalsuud 

2. Ganimede 

-> Maisie +1 

 

(Completing this event unlocks a repeatable event with Maisie every Wednesday 

Early Night at the Jacuzzi which gives Maisie +1. 

Repeat this event to improve relation to 14 to be able to do 34. "Kiss Maisie") 

 

14. Tuxedo and champagne 

 

Requires 04. The passpartout 

Requires 07. A first blowjob! 

 

After getting a blowjob from Marija, talk to her on Saturday evening when she is 

alone in the Dining Room. She starts a quest to get a bottle champagne and a 

smoking for a repeatable Saturday evening event. 

The champagne can be found in Allison's room when following the arrow. 

(repeatable) 

 

The smoking can be bought online for 250$ which exceeds mc's starting cash. 

Talk to Caddy (e.g. on Sunday afternoon on the First Bridge) to open a repeatable 

event on Monday Evening in the Gym to earn money (50 $ per session). 

 

Get the champagne and the smoking. 

 

15. Get beat by Camelia 

 

Requires Fitness ca. 60 

 



Talk to Camelia when she trains near the pool (e.g. Wednesday Early Night). 

Accept the challenge. 

 

Meet her at Friday Early Night in the Gym. If mc's fitness is too low, she will 

refuse to fight. 

 

16. Winning potions 

 

Requires 15. Get beat by Camelia 

 

After loosing the fight with Camelia talk to Kaori in the Massage Room (e.g. 

Sunday Morning). She will give mc a magic potion. 

At Friday Late Night go to the Gym. There is now a new scene which allows to 

apply Kaori's drug to Camelia's boxing gloves. 

 

17. Spying at night 

 

Requires 01. The Spencer family 

Requires 04. The passpartout 

 

After talking to each member of the Spencer family, Tatiana gives a quest to 

check each girl's breasts for a small birthmark. To enter the sleepingrooms during 

night, mc needs the passpartout from Marija. 

Be aware that the girls are not always sleeping when in their rooms or can wake 

up if mc searches them for too long. So better save the game before entering the 

rooms to avoid negative reputation. Use the arrow to get closer to the girls. 

When caught, mc can talk himself out of situation. 

 

Allison's Bedroom : 

1. Yes 

1. Yes 

1. Yes 

1. Stay 

2. Sorry ... I don't know 

 

Liana's Bedroom : 

1. Yes 

1. Yes 



1. Yes 

1. Obviously 

2. Hell no! 

2. I heard a noise ... 

 

Maisie's Bedroom : 

1. Yes 

1. Check 

1. Yes 

1. Yes 

1. Yes 

1. Sure 

2. No 

 

Camelia's Bedroom : 

1. Yes 

1. Check 

1. Yes 

1. Yes 

2. I'm sorry 

(Answer doesn't matter since she won't allow mc to touch her precious pussy.) 

 

After checking all 4 girls, mc calls Tatiana. 

 

18. Basic training 

 

Fitness 50 

 

19. Drunk 

 

Talk to Kate at the Bridge (e.g. Monday Morning) to unlock the event. 

 

On Tuesday Early Night find a drunk Kate in the Dining Room : 

1. Captain, are you ok? 

1. You must be strong 

2. Trust me 

3. I will take care of you 

2. I can be a man only 



2. Hug her 

-> Kate +1 

1. Sure Kate, I will ... 

 

(This unlocks a repeatable event every Tuesday Early Night in the Dining Room 

which gives Kate +1.) 

 

20. Look but don't touch 

 

(Optional : On Tuesday Morning on First Bridge talk to Caddy and she will give a 

hint to check the Gym at Saturday Night.) 

 

Saturday Late Night - Gym : Camelia + Caddy : 

 

1. Keep Spying 

1. Continue ... 

1. Yes 

2. Yes, don't you find it exciting? 

 

(This unlocks a repeatable event every Saturday Late Night in the Gym to watch 

Camelia and Caddy.) 

(This event is a requirement for 42. Watch the "bottle game".) 

 

21. Find some algae 

 

Talk to Kaori in the Massage Room and get the quest to bring her some 

seaweed/algae. 

Go to the Pool, follow the arrow and dive into the sea in search for treasures, etc. 

This can be done once a day right from the start without diving experience or 

scuba gear. 

Finding algae is random. 

 

(-> Kaori will tell mc that the algae are useless. There is no option in the game to 

give the algae to Maisie or sell them online.) 

 

22. Find the Lithothamnion minervae 

 

Requires mc to have given algae to Kaori and have new quest for L. minervae. 



Requires scuba gear for 200 $. 

Requires online Sub course 10/10. 

 

Go to the Pool, follow the arrow and dive into the DEEP sea in search for L. 

minervae. 

Finding L. minervae is random. 

 

(-> Give the L. minervae to Kaori to continue the quest. You need only 1 item of L. 

minervae.) 

 

23. Buy a scuba suit 

 

Use the PC in Michael's Bedroom and buy a scuba suit online for 200 $. 

 

24. Rookie scuba diver 

 

Complete the online Sub course. (Diving 10/10) 

 

25. Defeat Camelia 

 

Requires 16. Winning potions 

 

After applying the drug to Camelia's gloves, next Friday Early Night go to the Gym 

and challenge Camelia again and this time win. Enjoy spanking Camelia. 

 

(This is not a repeatable event.) 

 

26. Tux, champagne and ... 

 

Requires 14. Tuxedo and champagne 

 

Saturday Evening - Dining Room : Have both the champagne and the smoking in 

inventory and speak to Marija. Then click the arrow to fuck her. Marija +1 

 

(This unlocks a repeatable event each Saturday Evening with Marija which gives 

Marija +1. Don't forget to get a new bottle of champagne from Allison's room 

before talking to Marija.) 

 



27. Lovely Maisie 

 

Requires 28. Simple training (Fitness 100) 

 

On Tuesday Early Night talk to Maisie near the Pool and sit next to her without 

falling. 

 

(Note : Maisie has no panties in this scene) 

(This event leads to 33. Maisie's movies) 

 

28. Simple training 

 

Fitness 100 

 

(You can use both the Gym and the Pool each day, so it takes ca 30 days to reach 

this.) 

 

29. Poker 

 

Monday evening - Dining Room : try to play poker with the 3 sisters 

 

(-> Unlocks 10 lessons of online Poker Training on PC.) 

 

30. SpencerLab's book 

 

(Requires 04. The passpartout to open the door to Liana's room) 

 

Saturday Afternoon Second Bridge : Allison asks mc to help Liana with her studies 

on Friday Afternoon. 

Accept -> Allison +1 

 

(On Friday do not study a course on the PC if you want to start reading the book 

immediately.) 

Friday Afternoon - Liana's Room : 

1. What are you reading? 

2. Strange, can I try to help you? 

Liana sends the book per email 

Liana +1 



 

Go to MCs room and read all 8 chapters of the new PDF. (This prevents mc doing 

other online courses for 8 days.) 

 

(Avoid talking to Allison on Saturday Afternoon Second Bridge in the meantime.) 

(If mc starts reading on Friday, he can finish the book on next Friday before 

visiting Liana again.) 

 

31. Play with Liana 

 

Requires 30. SpencerLab's book 

 

After reading all 8 chapters of the SpencerLab book, visit Liana on Friday 

Afternoon in her room and teach her. Offer a Foot Massage for every correct 

answer ... the foot massage will quickly turn into a massage for mc's cock (foot 

job). 

 

(This unlocks a repeatable event when Liana is in her room during daytime. Soon 

she will ask for more games.) 

 

32. Enter the lab 

 

Requires 30. SpencerLab's book 

Requires 31. Play with Liana 

 

After tutoring Liana about the SpencerLab's book on Friday Afternoon in her 

room, report to Allison on Saturday Afternoon Second Bridge. Allison invites mc 

to the Lab on Monday Afternoon. 

 

Visit the Lab on Monday Afternoon and talk to Allison. 

 

33. Maisie's movies 

 

Requires Fitness 100 

Requires 27. Lovely Maisie 

 

On Tuesday Early Night talk to Maisie near the Pool. Sit next to her. (If fitness is 

less than 100, trying to sit next to her means Game Over!) 



Talk about movies : 

1. Tarantino 

2. Pride and Prejudice 

2. To be honest ... 

 

Watch "Pride and Prejudice" on the PC in Michael's room. 

 

Repeat the event with Maisie on Tuesday Early Night near the Pool. 

1. Tarantino 

2. Pride and Prejudice 

5. The wedding ... 

 

Watch "Sense and Sensibility" on the PC in Michael's room. 

 

Repeat the event with Maisie on Tuesday Early Night near the Pool. -> Maisie +1 

 

(This unlocks a repeatable scene with Maisie on Tuesday Early Night near the 

Pool which gives Maisie +1.) 

 

34. Kiss Maisie 

 

(13. "The stars of Maisie" helps to increase reputation) 

Requires Fitness 100 

Requires 33. Maisie's movies 

Requires Maisie 15 

 

Repeat the events with Maisie a few times to improve relationship : 

- Tuesday Early Night near the Pool and 

- Wednesday Early Night at the Jacuzzi 

 

When relationship is 14, do the event Tuesday Early Night near the Pool once 

again, relation will improve to 15 and Maisie will kiss mc. 

 

35. Secret lab 

 

Requires 32. Enter the lab 

 

Talk to Allison until you get the option to look around in the lab. 



Use the arrow to go one screen to the left. Click on the unmarked small object on 

the wall in the upper half of the left side of the screen (near the left screen 

border). 

 

Use the map to go to MC's room to trigger a cutscene with Tatiana in sexy outfit. 

Tatiana suggests to return Wednesday (Late) Night to the Lab. 

 

Enter the Lab on Wednesday Late Night. Follow the arrow. Open the secret door. 

 

36. Fuck with Allison 

 

Requires 35. Secret lab 

 

When Allison confronts mc in the secret Lab : 

1. Swallow the Pheromone Pill 

 

(This unlocks a repeatable event in the Secret Lab on Wednesday Late Night. see 

58. Swallow more sexual drugs) 

 

37. You need a woman to practice with! 

 

Requires 38. Sabotage a chair? 

Talk to Kate at the Bridge once more. -> Meet Wednesday Morning at Kaori's 

 

38. Sabotage a chair? 

 

Requires 09. Tits in the wind 

Requires 19. Drunk 

Requires 34. Kiss Maisie 

 

The questline starts with Caddy asking for a Beach Towel. Maisie near the pool 

has a towel but she does not want to give it up. Once mc has kissed Maisie, she is 

willing to give mc her towel in exchange for a massage. (No points in Massage 

needed for this.) 

 

Friday Evening Pool : Talk to Maisie about the towel 

Repeat this event if necessary. 

1. It's for a friend 



2. I thought there was ... 

 

Talk to Kaori about learning to massage. MC needs a woman to practice. 

Talk to Kate about Massage (requires Drunk event): 

3. Can you help me ... 

2. I would like to become a masseur -> Kate does not want to participate. 

 

Late Night Bridge : Manipulate chair 

 

39. Sweet massages 

 

Requires 37. You need a woman to practice with! 

 

Do the 3 Massage lessons with Kate and Kaori on Wednesday Morning at Kaori's 

Massage Room to become an expert masseur. 

 

 

Chapter 1 - Page 2 : 

40. Basic darts training 

 

Darts 5 

 

(Go to the Playroom and train Darts. You can train each day both Darts AND 

Billiard.) 

41. Basic billiard training 

 

Billiard 5 

 

(Go to the Playroom and train Darts. You can train each day both Darts AND 

Billiard.) 

42. Watch the "bottle game" 

 

Requires 20. Look but don't touch 

 

Thursday Evening - Playroom : Camelia + Caddy 

1. You are always very nice 

1. I don't believe ... 

2. Don't lower jeans 



... 

Fuck yeah 

 

(Without "20. Look but don't touch" the option to not lower jeans is not available 

and mc will loose reputation.) 

43. Investigate your father 

 

Ask the 4 girls if they know where the father is, e.g. 

Monday Afternoon - Second Bridge : Maisie -> Camelia 

Thursday Evening - Playroom : Camelia + Caddy -> Liana 

Monday Afternoon - Pool : Liana -> Allison 

Wednesday Morning - Living Room : Allison 

44. Get a blowjob from Kaori 

 

Requires 21. Find some algae 

Requires 22. Find the Lithothamnion minervae 

 

When mc gives the L. minervae to Kaori, she extracts MCs semen for the magic 

potion. 

45. Find a new entertainment for Liana 

 

Requires 30. SpencerLab's book 

Requires 31. Play with Liana 

 

Visit Liana again in the Afternoon and she will get bored doing the foot job. 

Talk to Kaori about "Liana's Games". Kaori suggests to try Bondage. 

This unlocks the option to learn about Bondage online. 

Increase Bondage skill to 5. 

 

Visit Liana again in the Afternoon and do the foot job and then introduce her to 

Bondage. 

Liana offers a blowjob. 

Liana +10 (one time only) 

 

(This unlocks a repeatable scene in the afternoon in Liana's room with all 

options : footjob, bondage, groping, blowjob.) 

46. A dildo inside Liana 

 



Requires Cryptography 20 

Requires Hypnosis 5 

Optional 04. The passpartout 

 

Go to Liana's room and read the complete diary, find the box with dildos and take 

one. 

 

When she is sleepwalking e.g. Monday Late Night in the Living Room : 

2. Liana are you sleepwalking? 

3. I'm your special friend 

1. Still not ... 

3. I can't tell you 

-> Liana +1 

47. Confess your love to Maisie 

 

Requires 04. The passpartout 

Requires 34. Kiss Maisie 

 

Tuesday Afternoon - Maisie's Room : Talk to Maisie to trigger a very long 

sequence of events 

1. Yes 

-> ... Maisie +100 

1. Okay my Love 

 

(This sequence is repeatable each week and gives Maisie +100 (bug?)) 

48. Special massage for Maisie 

 

Requires 09. Tits in the wind 

Requires 19. Drunk 

Requires 34. Kiss Maisie 

Requires 38. Sabotage a chair? 

Requires 37. You need a woman to practice with! 

Requires 39. Sweet massages 

Requires 47. Confess your love to Maisie 

requires 54. Eat Maisie's pussy 

 

Talk to Maisie when she is near the Pool on Friday or Sunday Evening. 

Give her a massage and touch her pussy. 



49. Kaori's "FuckyFucky" Potion 

 

Requires 44. Get a blowjob from Kaori 

 

Ask Kaori ca 10 times about the Potion to finally get it. 

 

(There is a bug so you can use the potion on Caddy even when you have not 

completed this event.) 

50. Give the towel to Caddy 

 

Requires 48. Special massage for Maisie 

 

Give the Beach Towel to Caddy on Monday Morning near the Pool. 

 

(Bug : Once Caddy has the towel, the event where mc gives Caddy a drink with 

the magic sex potion is automatically triggered, even when mc does not have the 

potion.) 

51. Use Kaori's potion with someone 

 

Requires 50. Give the towel to Caddy 

 

Talk to Caddy near the Pool, e.g. on Monday Morning and give her a magic drink. 

 

(There is a bug that mc automatically has Kaori's potion when he gives the towel 

to Caddy.) 

52. Cum in Caddy's mouth 

 

Requires 50. Give the towel to Caddy 

 

Talk to Caddy on Monday Morning near the Pool. 

Give her the magic drink and cum in her mouth. 

53. Get a blowjob from Liana 

 

see 45. Find a new entertainment for Liana 

54. Eat Maisie's pussy 

 

see 47. Confess your love to Maisie 

55. Have sex with Caddy 



 

Requires 50. Give the towel to Caddy 

 

Talk to Caddy on Monday Morning near the Pool. 

Give her the magic drink. 

56. Let Caddy and Camelia fight 

 

Requires 50. Give the towel to Caddy 

 

Talk to Caddy on Monday Morning near the Pool. 

Give her the magic drink and do not cum in her mouth. 

57. Poker training Beginner 

 

Requires 29. Poker 

 

Do the 10 online lessons in playing Poker. 

 

(This unlocks a repeatable event Monday Evening in the Dining Room where mc 

can play poker with the 3 girls and always looses. Loosing does not affect MCs 

cash.) 

58. Swallow more sexual drugs 

 

Requires 35. Secret lab 

Requires 36. Fuck with Allison 

 

Return to the Secret Lab on Wednesday Late Night ... 

Have sex with Allison -> Allison +1 

 

(Repeatable event every Wednesday Late Night in the Secret Lab which gives 

Allison +1.) 

59. Play with Liana and her friends 

 

Requires 46. A dildo inside Liana 

 

Go to Liana's room, read the complete diary, find the box and get more dildos. 

 

When she is sleepwalking e.g. Monday Late Night in the Living Room : 

2. Liana are you sleepwalking? 



3. I'm your special friend 

1. Still not ... 

60. Let Camelia find out the boxing gloves trick 

 

Requires 25. Defeat Camelia 

 

At Friday Late Night go to the Gym and once more apply Kaori's drug to Camelia's 

boxing gloves. 

Visit the Gym (any time?) and an angry Camelia will tell mc she found out. 

 

(This disables the Friday Early Night boxing event with Camelia.) 

61. Wait for the new guests to arrive 

 

Finish all goals, click the message and visit the helipad. 

 


